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We have studied tunneling of electrons into multiwall carbon nanotubes (NTs) in NT-gold and NT-NT
junctions, the latter created by atomic force microscope manipulation. The tunneling conductance goes
to zero as the energy (temperature and bias) is reduced, and the functional form is consistent with a
power law. The exponents depend upon sample geometry. The relationship between these results and
theories for tunneling into ballistic and disordered metals is discussed.
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system for the investigation of electronic transport in one
dimension (1D). Two different classes of NTs exist: small
diameter (1 nm) single-wall NTs (SWNTs) and large
diameter (10 nm) multiwall NTs (MWNTs). Metallic
SWNTs are characterized by two 1D channels and long
mean free paths: l . 1 mm [1–3]. As such, they repre-
sent a nearly perfect 1D system. It is well known that in
1D transport is strongly affected by electron-electron (e-e)
interaction, producing a system called a Luttinger liquid
(LL) whose low energy states are collective in nature [4,5].
The tunneling density of states (tunneling DOS  TDOS)
of a LL diminishes as a power law with energy according
to n ~ Ea with different exponents a for different geo-
metries, e.g., whether the electron tunnels into the end or
the bulk. The tunneling conductance G ~ TDOS has been
measured for SWNTs in a variety of geometries and good
agreement with LL predictions has been achieved [6–8].
Various experiments on the transport properties of
MWNTs have been performed. Experiments with low
resistance contacts show interference effects, such as
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations [9,10], weak localization,
and universal conductance fluctuations [10,11]. These
have been used to infer the mean free path, yielding l &
100 nm. They also indicate that the dc current is predomi-
nantly carried in the outer shell of the NT. Similarly,
transport [10] and scanned probe experiments [3,12] indi-
cate a typical resistance per unit length of 5 10 kVmm.
In this Letter we discuss measurements of the tunnel-
ing conductance of MWNTs. In one geometry, metallic
contacts to the tube with high resistance are employed.
In a second geometry, NT-NT junctions are created by
manipulation with an atomic force microscope (AFM).
The tunneling conductance is measured as a function of
temperature and bias voltage. These measurements show
that also for MWNTs the TDOS is a power law over a
wide energy range of 1 & E & 100 meV with geometry-
dependent exponents, which surprisingly agree quite well
with those for SWNTs. This suggests a similar origin.0031-90070187(16)166801(4)$15.00Unlike SWNTs, however, MWNTs are diffusive or at best
quasiballistic, so that the applicability of LL theory must
be carefully considered.
Power laws in tunneling may also be caused by the dis-
order-enhanced Coulomb interaction, as was treated per-
turbatively in the seminal work of Altshuler, Aronov, and
Lee (AAL) [13]. Importantly, perturbation theory does
not suffice for MWNTs since the observed corrections are
large. A nonperturbative treatment, applied to the specific
geometry of MWNTs, has recently been put forward by
Egger and Gogolin (EG) [14]. Similar to LL theory, a
power law is predicted. We therefore compare our mea-
surement with both the EG and the LL model.
The MWNTs were synthesized by arc-discharge evapo-
ration and deposited from a dispersion in chloroform onto
an oxidized Si wafer. NTs with diameters ranging from 8
to 17 nm are selected and located using a scanning electron
microscope or an AFM. For devices of the first type, gold
contacts to the tube are then created using e-beam lithog-
raphy. This procedure typically leads to contacts with
low resistance 1 kV, but it also occasionally produces
highly resistive contacts .10 kV. The microscopic ori-
gin of the high resistance is not known. Here, however, we
merely exploit these accidental tunnel barriers to probe the
electronic properties of the MWNT.
The inset in Fig. 1 shows a schematic of a device con-
sisting of a d  17 nm diameter MWNT contacted to
three electrodes. The 4.5 kV resistance measured between
the two outer electrodes corresponds to the typical intrin-
sic resistance for a MWNT contacted with electrodes that
are separated by 700 nm. This indicates that the contact
resistances of the two outer electrodes are low and that the
NT connecting them is electrically continuous. However,
the resistance measured from the inner electrode to either
of the outer electrodes is much higher, 140 kV. This inner
electrode has thus low transparency and serves as a tunnel-
ing contact to explore the TDOS of the tube.
Figure 1 shows a series of measurements of the tunnel-
ing conductance versus bias for different magnetic fields© 2001 The American Physical Society 166801-1
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FIG. 1. G  dIdV as a function of V at 2 K for different
parallel magnetic fields B  0, 1, . . . , 15 T. Curves are offset
for clarity. The movement with B of two well discernible peaks
is indicated by solid curves. Inset: schematic of MWNT-Au
devices with three electrodes, here separated by 350 nm. The
inner electrode has a high resistance and serves as tunneling
contact for measuring dIdV .
B applied parallel to the tube. The dIdV spectra are
highly structured. We first note that, at small energies
(0–10 mV) the spectra display a strongly suppressed con-
ductance. This suppression is centered at V  0 indepen-
dent of B. Before discussing this anomaly, we first briefly
address the complex features at higher energy. These fea-
tures are quasiperiodic, with an average spacing between
the maxima of 25 mV and they evolve with increasing
magnetic field.
The observed features are likely a consequence of quasi-
one-dimensionality. One-dimensional states (so called 1D
subbands) have a pronounced energy-dependent DOS with
peaks at the subband threshold (Van Hove singularity)
[15]. Here, the peaks are broadened due to scattering from
disorder. This assignment is supported by the observed
peak spacing of 25 mV which is in good agreement
with the expected spacing of h¯yFd  29 meV (yF 
8 3 105 ms is the Fermi velocity, d  17 nm). The
identification of these peaks as broadened Van Hove peaks
is further supported by their behavior in B. With evolving
parallel field B the position of the peaks move in energy
up and down, as expected from the Aharonov-Bohm effect
[16]. Theory predicts a periodic movement with a funda-
mental period he which translates into a field of 17 T.
Though the level moves on the expected field scale, the
peak movement is not simple in Fig. 1. The reason is not
clear yet, but it may be attributed to disorder and inhomo-
geneities. The emergence of broadened Van Hove peaks
in the TDOS demonstrates that the elastic length l is of the
same order as the circumference of the tube. The MWNTs
are therefore not in the two-dimensional diffusive regime
l , d.166801-2We now turn to the low bias suppression of the conduc-
tance. It is independent of B, which suggests a different
origin than the peaks discussed above. In addition, its de-
pendence on V and T is very different, as we now discuss.
Figure 2 shows the tunneling conductance G  dIdV of
a second, similarly prepared MWNT sample. A conduc-
tance dip centered at zero bias (zero-bias anomaly ZBA)
is again observed in GV (Fig. 2a). As T is decreased
down to 350 mK, the amplitude of the dip increases. In
Fig. 2b the zero-bias conductance is plotted as a func-
tion of T in a double logarithmic plot, demonstrating that
the measured data can be well described by a power law
G ~ Ta with exponent a  0.36. For bias voltages larger
than kBTe, the voltage dependence can also be described
by a power law with the same exponent 0.36. This can
be seen in Fig. 2c, which shows a double-logarithmic plot
of the symmetrical part of G divided by Ta as a func-
tion of eVkBT . All data collapse on a single universal
curve, similar to what has been observed in SWNTs [6].
Power-law scaling in T and V has been found in 11 differ-
ent samples with exponents a ranging from 0.24 to 0.37.
To explore this ZBA further, we created devices com-
posed of two MWNTs arranged in different geometries.
An AFM tip has been used to move NTs [8,17]. The end
of one tube is pushed against either the end or the mid-
dle (bulk) of a second tube. Au contacts are attached to
both tubes. Examples of end-bulk and end-end junctions
are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively. The resistance
values of these junctions vary considerably, from immea-
surably large to 100 kV. These large values suggest that
the junction between two tubes serves as a tunnel barrier.
As in metal-NT junctions, pronounced ZBAs are present
in all junctions. However, the suppression is significantly
more dramatic in NT-NT as compared to Au-NT junctions.
Figure 4a shows dIdV as a function of V in a double
FIG. 2. (a) GV , T  const  dIdV of a second MWNT
for T  0.35, . . . , 20 K. (b) The linear conductance G0,T 
in a double logarithmic plot demonstrating power-law scaling.
(c) GV , T T2a versus eVkBT . Similar to the T dependence,
G ~ Va for eV ¿ kBT with power a  0.36.166801-2
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MWNTs: (a) end-bulk junction and (b) end-end junction. The
arrows indicate the position of the junctions.
logarithmic scale at T  3 K for a bulk-end and an
end-end junction. For comparison, the tunneling con-
ductance of a typical Au-NT junction is also plotted.
The curves show approximate power-law behavior, but
with different exponents. We find a  0.9 and 1.24 for
bulk-end and end-end NT-NT junctions. These exponents
are representative of seven junctions studied.
Overall, our result for tunneling into MWNTs can
be summarized by a simple rule. The conductance is
given by G  Ea, where E is the excess energy of the
tunneling electron, given by the larger of eV or kBT .
The exponent a can be approximated by a  a1 1 a2,
where a1,2 represent the properties of the conductor on
either side of the junction: abulk  0.3 for the tube bulk,
aend  2abulk  0.6 for the tube end, and a  0 for
the Au contact, respectively.
We now discuss the possible origins of the ZBA. The
voltage and temperature dependence of G could be caused
by the energy dependence of the single particle DOS of
graphene, the 2D material from which NTs are made. The
2D DOS of graphene is ~ E, which would relate into
abulk  1, in contradiction to the observation. Moreover,
if the observed anomaly would be related to the single
FIG. 4. (a) G as a function of V in a double logarithmic plot
for a Au-bulk, an end-bulk, and an end-end junction. The cor-
responding slopes are a  0.25, 0.9, and 1.24, respectively.
(b) Plot of a as a function of the junction type for Au-Au,
Au-bulk, Au-end, bulk-end, and end-end junctions.
166801-3particle DOS, its position would depend on gate voltage
(back gate), which is not observed.
A ZBA in the TDOS is often taken to be a signature
of e-e interactions. For example, the correction (suppres-
sion) to the density of states n due to e-e interaction has
been calculated by AAL perturbatively, valid if dn ø n
or dG ø G [13]. This interpretation has been successful
in describing ZBAs in tunnel contacts to disordered metals
[18]. In contrast to these earlier experiments, we report on
anomalies with large amplitudes dG  G. A quantitative
understanding requires to calculate the TDOS nonpertur-
batively in the interaction.
Nonperturbative treatments exist for a number of cases.
In the case of a clean 1D quantum wire, the e-e inter-
action can be accounted for analytically at any strength
leading to a Luttinger liquid [4]. The case of a tunnel
junction whose coupling to the ideal reservoirs is described
by a frequency dependent impedance Zv has also been
studied extensively [19]; we refer to this as the environ-
mental Coulomb blockade theory (ECBT). The LL and
ECBT theories bear a lot in common. Tunneling into a LL
excites plasmon modes which can be understood as the
eigenmodes of an LC-transmission line, where L is the
kinetic inductance and C is the external electrostatic ca-
pacitance. The impedance Z of such an ideal transmission
line is Ohmic with Z  R 
p
L0C0, where L0 and C0
denote inductance and capacitance per unit length. In the
limit of many modes in parallel, both theories giveG ~ Va
(at T  0) with aend  2RRK , where RK  he2 is the
quantum resistance [20,21].
These theories also predict aendabulk  2 for a large
number of modes. The factor 2 reflects the fact that a
quasiparticle added to the bulk can propagate away into
the “right” and “left” arm of the NT, while it can propagate
only in one arm if added to the end. In the spirit of ECBT
the effective environmental impedance is halved. This can
be generalized to other geometries. In terms of abulk, both
theories predict aend  2abulk, abulk-end  3abulk, and
aend-end  4abulk.
The limit of many modes applies to our experiment,
since MWNTs have recently been shown to be consid-
erably hole doped [22]. Because of doping N  10 20
subbands are occupied, instead of four for an ideal SWNT.
The large-N LLEBCT theory should therefore apply. In-
deed the data are in very good agreement with the pre-
dictions. The power-law exponents increase as predicted
with changes in geometry; see Fig. 4b (solid line). We can
also numerically estimate the exponent. The kinetic induc-
tance is given byL0  RK2NyF , where yF  106 ms is
the Fermi velocity and N  10 20 the number of modes,
yielding L0  1 nHmm. A typical value for the (exter-
nal) capacitance of a nanotube is C0  30 aFmm. These
values yield a transmission line impedance of R  5.7 kV
and consequently a bulk exponent ofabulk  0.22, a value
which is in reasonable agreement with the measured ex-
ponents. It therefore appears that the ECBT assuming a
fixed-impedance environment (such as an LC transmission166801-3
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plains our observations.
So far, however, we ignored that the MWNTs are dis-
ordered conductors. Because MWNTs are disordered, it
is more appropriate to model the NT as an RCL trans-
mission line rather than an LC one. Let us estimate the
significance of the resistance. We compare vL0 with
R0  5 kVmm. The inductive part is equal to the re-
sistive part for h¯v  3.0 meV. Since the power law is
observed for larger voltages, the resistive part can in fact
be neglected. Therefore, the LC transmission line model
is applicable for not too small voltages.
We now compare our data with a nonperturbative
treatment of the disorder-enhanced renormalization
of the TDOS caused by intra-Coulomb interaction.
This topic has only recently become the subject of
intensive theoretical studies [14,23,24]. For MWNTs
this problem has been solved by Egger and Gogolin
[14]. They predict a power law with exponent aend 
2abulk  rpDh¯n0 log1 1 n0U0, where U0 is the
1D intra-Coulomb interaction, r is the radius of the
tube, and D is the diffusion constant. The log  term
turns out to be 2 3 and the (bare) DOS is n0 
N2ph¯yF . Here, N denotes the number of modes not
counting the spin and K-K 0 degeneracy of the graphene
lattice, i.e., N  N4  5. This yields abulk 
5rNle  20rNle. This equation can be expressed
solely in terms of measured quantities by noting
that R0  RKNle, yielding abulk  20rR0RK 
0.02, . . . , 0.08. The typical value is roughly a factor of 5
smaller than observed in the experiment. As a result, the
large-N LLEBCT model is the more likely cause of the
observed suppression of tunneling.
In conclusion, the tunneling DOS of MWNTs is renor-
malized by e-e interaction leading to a suppression of the
tunneling conductance for small energies with power-law
scaling. The observed power laws can be explained by en-
vironmental Coulomb blockade theory in which the tube
acts as an effective LC-transmission line in series with
the tunnel junction. The observed power laws are qualita-
tively also captured by a recent nonperturbative treatment
of disorder-enhanced corrections to the DOS due to in-
tra-Coulomb interaction. The comparison of the measured
exponents with theoretical predictions favors the LC trans-
mission line model. Further experimental work is needed
to separate these two contributions.
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